A RESOLUTION ON LEGISLATIVE NUMBERING

WHEREAS The current formula for naming and labeling Student Senate Legislation is confusing and unwieldy

AND it is easily within the power of the Senate to adopt an easier to use and understand naming convention,

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED That the legislative numbering of bills and resolutions of the Student Senate from this point forward be written in accordance with the following formula (1.) firstly a capital letter “S” to stand for Senate, followed by a connecting hyphen, (2.) secondly the number of the current student senate written in Latin form Arabic numerals, and (3.) lastly the number designating where in order of introduction in the senate in question the given piece of legislation falls also written in Latin form Arabic numerals.

To illustrate under this convention if this were the first piece of legislation introduced in the 101st Student Senate it would have a legislative numeral of: S-101-1.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED (1.) That the phrase “Bill Number” appearing on the Senate legislative template on all future legislation be replaced by the phrase “Legislative Number” (2.) That if enacted this resolution and any other already enacted legislation of the 101st Student Senate be modified by having the new form legislative number it already would have been assigned if the new form of numbering had been in place inserted after the old form legislative number while bound in parenthetical marks. (3.) That all in-force components of prior Senate legislation governing the naming of Senate legislation are null and void as they are superseded by this resolution.

Respectfully Submitted,

Christopher Cornell
Student Senate Parliamentarian